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The Universe of Workflow Systems

https://s.apache.org/existing-workflow-systems

324 workflow systems as of Dec 12, 2022

Forcing applications to fit a 
particular system

Needs a developer to be 
“shipped” with the 

workflow system

The term “workflow” 
is overloaded
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The 2021 Community Roadmap

We summarize the discussions and 

findings by presenting a consolidated view 

of the state of the art, challenges, and 

potential efforts, which we eventually 

synthesize into a community roadmap

https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.02168
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National Academy of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine Report

https://doi.org/10.17226/26532

The needs and demands placed on science to address a range of urgent 

problems are growing. The world is faced with complex, interrelated 

challenges in which the way forward lies hidden or dispersed across 

disciplines and organizations. For centuries, scientific research has 

progressed through iteration of a workflow built on experimentation or 
observation and analysis of the resulting data. While computers and 

automation technologies have played a central role in research workflows 

for decades to acquire, process, and analyze data, these same computing 

and automation technologies can now also control the acquisition of 

data, for example, through the design of new experiments or decision 

making about new observations.
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WfBench: Workflow Benchmarks

↑ data footprint ↓ throughput
↑ #tasks ↑ throughput

Representative 
tasks and
workflow 
benchmarks

Analysis of 
workflow system 

overhead
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PSI/J, a Portable Submission interface for jobs https://exaworks.org

Motivated by a sequence of interviews and community 
meetings identifying job launch/management as low 
hanging fruit 

Community generated a light-weight user-space API 
Specification via a public process hosted on GitHub

ECP ExaWorks team created an Initial Python reference 
implementation

ECP ExaWorks creating a public dashboard and CI 
infrastructure for multiple DOE compute centers that 
could be extended by community
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Workflows Community Initiative

148
24

6
4
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working
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research
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s

We are always 
looking for 

volunteers…

The goal of the Workflows Community Initiative (WCI) is to bring the workflows 
community together (users, developers, researchers, and facilities) to provide 
community resources and capabilities to enable scientists and workflow systems 
developers to discover software products, related efforts, events, technical reports, etc. 
and engage in community-wide efforts to tackle workflows grand challenges.

https://workflows.community
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Workflows Community Summit 2022
Nov 29 and 30, 2022

https://workflows.community

75+ international 
participants
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Revised Roadmap: Initial Thoughts
Specifications, standards, and APIs

Standards are often constrained or hard to implement
Define common terms, building blocks, and concepts
Define some standard for giving data from user to workflow systems/operators

AI workflows

Unreliability of models – training processes often have a human-in-the-loop
Types of workflows – workflows to create AI and workflows that use AI
Challenges: random access to datasets in training and management of small files

High performance data management and in situ workflows

Edge to cloud continuum and data exchange through data objects
Data usage is more fine-grain than a typical HPC code
Adaptive compression to reduce data necessary to represent the problem domain
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Revised Roadmap: Initial Thoughts
HPC and Quantum workflows

Community do not know how to transfer information to the QC system
Limited resources (hard to access), long queues & expensive
Heterogeneity in quantum devices (vendor specific APIs)

FAIR workflows

Standards for expressing the inputs of the workflow
Limited availability of metadata
FAIR data and FAIR workflows are intertwingled

Workflows for continuum and cross-facility computing

Describe aggregate I/O needs of a workflow
Coordinate communication between sites (different security domains)
People who design experiment facilities are not necessarily computing experts
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https://exaworks.org
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Panelists / Questions

In the era of exascale and ML/AI, what are the emerging 
and future crucial challenges for post-ECP workflows? 

Considering workflows sustainability, what are the key 
constraints and opportunities to attain sustainability? 

Which software/technology are essential for enabling 
sustainable workflows post-ECP?
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